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54. Gauss Decomposition of Connection Matrices
and Application to Yang-Baxter Equation. I

By Kazuhiko AOMOTO *) and Yoshifumi KATO* *)

(Communicated by Heisuke HIRONAKA, M. J. A., Sept. 13, 1993)

1. General scheme. Method of Gauss decomposition. Suppose that an
N x N matrix G ((gi,))gi,=1 is given such that all the entries gi, are func-
tions of x- (xl,... ,xm) (C*) m. Let m be the symmetric group of m th
degree with the canonical generators vl,... ,Vm-x, ’ being the tranposition
between the arguments x and x+x. Then we have the Coxeter relations,

2

z’ e,
GLN(C) be a linear representation of m, i.e., S, SSr and Se 1 and
Z’, Z" m"

We firstly assume the following property for G(x).
(1.1) zG(x) (defined as G(z-l(x))) =r S.G(x).Sr
for an arbitrary v m.

Let G(x) Q*(x) -’(x) be a Gauss decomposition of G(x) such that
(x) is a lower triangular matrix and Q*(x) is an upper triangular one. Let
the one cocycle {Wr(x)}m with values in GLN(C) be defined as W(x)
t2 (x)" S" ( so that we have
(1.2) W=,(x) Wr(x)’vWr,(x) and We(x) 1.
Secondly we assume that each W,(x) depends only on x+/Xr, i.e.,
(1.3) W,(x) W(x+/x), 1-< r_<m-- 1.
The equalities Wrm/r W,rm/, and W: 1 and the cocycle condition
shows the Yang-Baxter equation
(1.4) W(u) Wj+
and
(1.5) W (u) W(u-) 1.

Then we call the matrix G(x) admissible. Admissible matrices appear in
a natural manner as connection coefficients among the symmetric A-type
Jackson integrals. In this note we shall state their explicit formulae without
proof.

2. Symmetrie A-type Jackson integrals and the associated prineipal eon-
neetion matriees. Let q C, q] < 1, be the elliptic modulus. We consider
the symmetric A-type q-multiplicative function q)n,m(t) of t (t,... ,t) on
the n-dimensional algebraic torus (C*) n,
(2.1) )n,m(t) q.,m(tl x

{t.n mII= II= (tqa/X)oo
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for complex numbers al, fl, ’, 7" and x : (xl,. ..,xn) (C*) m such that

c1 -+- (J"- 1)(7" ’) and " " 1. n,m(t) is a quasi-symmetric func-
tion of t in the following sense,
(2.2) acI)n,m(t[ x c, fl, ’) (defined as (I)n,m(a-(t) Ix c, fl, ’))

U(t) ,(tlx;a, , r), for a
where Ua(t) denotes the pseudo-constant given by

(2.3) U(t) Hxi<1 (t) r-r" O(qrt/t’)
-’<i >-q O(qr’t / t)

for the Jacobi elliptic theta function O(u)- (u)(q/u)(q), (u) H=
(1- uqV). {Ua(O}a. is a one-cocycle defined on (C*) n

with values in
C*.

We put <a) (t) n m(OD(t) (t) being multiplied by the differ---n,m

enee product D(O H<(t- t). We are interested in 3aekson integ-
arals of the quasi skew symmetric q-multiplicative function --n,m(t). These

are essentially the same as the ones investigated in [10], [12], [14] appearing
in correlation functions of quantum analogues of conformal field theory.
These are also related with representation theory of quantum affine algeb-
ras. However we do not discuss it here.

Definition 1. The Jackson integral of <a> (O over the cycle [0, ]q isn,m

by definition, equal to the sum over the lattice in (C*),
(.) n,m n,m

[0

datfor some (C*), where denotes the q-logarithmic n-form

dat.
t When this sum has no meaning or diverges, a suitable regularization

is necessary. For the moment we do not make it precise.
Let F- (, ,fro) be a partition of n such that

_
O, mi=l

The number of such artitions is equal to (+m-1)m- 1
We want to define

special cycles [0, ] or their regularization by specifying depending on
the partition F as follows.

Definition . We denote by + the set of points (C*) such that

t xrq++(- _-r, o for ft + + f- + 1 _<
+ + , I"N f N m. Similarly we denote by Y, the set of points

such that t zq---(- _-r v o. Since _.,(t) has
poles at each point of Y, , we take its residue there, i.e., the regularized
cycle reg Y, is defined such that we have

gY
,

(refer to [11, [41, [51 for details).
We denote by v and - v the points in (C*) defined

by (,... ,.) and (,... ,.) such that = xq+(- --,
and xq--(- _-r for f + +

_
+ 1 N k N
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respectively. We may remark that Y+ and Y2 contained inare

[0, eFc] q and [0, TFoo]q respectively. They contain the summits vl ,,,,
v respectively. We have the asymptotic behaviours for the Jackson in-

y+tegrals over and reg Y as follows.

( (t) (3 C II__t’ for Re c-- + c,(2.6) _,

/ l(a) n aj - OO(2.7) _n.m(t) O 62 I’I__17]] for Re c
Vreg YI

for non-zero constants C C2. We call the cycles Y+z z and reg Yz:,
-stable and -unstable respectively.

The following proposition has been proved in [1] and [6].
’Proposition 1. (i) For an arbitrary (C*) n, we have the relations in the

n dimensional homology Hn((C*) n, --n,m(a), Oq) (see [5]) among the cycles [0,
]q and Y+/, /,, reg Y:, , i.e.,

fo .y+(2.s) _.:(t), Z(+,,...,+:> ([0, _. :(t)
] It

F(2.9) <h > ([0, oo]q regYs s)(:) "are --nmn,m g YI m

for suitabte pseudo-constants (0, lq" )( and (0, q’reg
Y: ,)(, respectively:

(ii)(2.10) ([0, ]q" reg Y: )(,,,,. (a’- (), a"- ()) "sgn (a’a")" U (). U,, ()
r , where, (, ) denotes the pseudo- constant

O(qa,+’"+an+l$
(2.11)(, 0) (1 q) (q)"H=

xn/ O(q,+"’+,+)O(q_/(_O))
for o o 1. The RHS of (2.10) will be denoted by (,

A sketch of proof of (2.10) can be found in [5]. Details will be published
elsewhere ([6]).

m- 1 m- 1
connection matrix G

G(x[ ) with entries gr,, for F (,. .,f) and F’ (f:. .,f)
(2 12) b,r, (Y+ Y: )" reg ,
such that + + f f( + + f n. This is equal to

(2.13) (v ., v ) hme_, , (, v2 )
+lim,_7 , (v, z, V).

We call G the principal connection matrix associated with the Jackson integ-
rals (2.4).

3. Basle formula. Case where m 1 and n 1.
In this case there is only one -stable cycle or -unstable cycle, Y or
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reg Y-. We may assume xl 1. We want to evaluate the pseudo-constants
([0, oo]q "reg Y-)( and (Y+ reg Y-). We put

fY (b(a) (-) fre(3 1) R(+>(cq) -., (t) o3, B. (al) ’n,1 (t) O..

The following two propositions have been proved in [2]. See also [8], [13].
Proposition 3 (Askey-Habsieger-Kadell). Bn+)(al) and Bn-)(al) can be

evaluated as follows.

(3.2)
, Fq(fl 4- 1 4- (3"- 1)7")Fq(a1 4- n- 1 (n 4-j-- 2)7")F(/’7)B+ (a) qAn ii= r(r)r(a + + n- (n- J)r)

where A,- Z (a + n- j)(1 + (j- 1)’).

- c’. (q--n+<n+->)=(q-,-<-))=(q-)=
(3.3) B-’() (--) (q)= q-

(q--,-n+<-))= (q-)=
where C- ( + n- j)(fl + Q"- 1)T).

We can now state the
Basic formula. For an arbitrary (C*) , we have

(3.4) $(, v) X,, (a’-(), v) sgn(a’) Ua:1()

O(q/)
(3.5) H1<i. O(q+%/)

This formula was stated in [2] and has been proved in [3].
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